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Read Aloud Activity is certainly the main exercise in 
LanguaBooks ™.

Recommendations provided in this manual will be useful 
both, for independent English learners and for teachers, as 
methodical recommendations.

Working with reading exercises may be conditionally divided 
into 2 parts:

• Text understanding

• Pronunciation trainings

Introduction



• Listen to the book page by the page. If the speed of speaker’s reading is too fast for 
you, reduce it. Listen and at the same time follow the text with your eyes. The text will 
by simultaneously highlighted in green as you read, which will help you stay on track. 

• Try to understand the general meaning of what the text is about. Do not proceed to 
the following page if the sense of the previous page isn't clear to you. If there are 
unclear words, find their definitions in the dictionary. 

• Listen to all book page by the page several times. With each listening you will notice 
that the number of unknown words is diminishing. Try to listen to the book without 
looking at the text and understand everything aurally. For your convenience it is 
possible to turn on book’s listening mode.

• If you have been working with slower paced speaker’s reading you may want to speed 
up the pace to normal.

• Keep on working with the text in this manner, until you are able to understand the text 
aurally without any difficulties. After that you may proceed to the following part of 
work with the text - pronunciation training.

2.1. Text understanding

Speaker’s reading speed 
control

Word description in the 
dictionary.



Book Listening Mode

2.1.1 Book Listening Mode

• Book listening mode allows you to listen to all book’s pages in the row. Pages will be turned 
automatically.

• To listen to the book, enter the library where all books are shown. Press Speaker button 
located under the book’s cover and begin listening activity. 

Page browsing
Pause / Continue



• Listen to the page one more time. Pay attention to how the speaker pronounces words 
and to his intonation. If the text is too big, allocate a part of the text and work with it 
separately. Listen to the text or its allocated part several times.

• After that turn on recording mode and read the text aloud. During your reading try to 
mimic speaker’s pronunciation and intonation as closely as possible. After you finish 
reading, stop the recording mode. The program will show you all mispronounced or 
indistinct sounds and words in red color.

• Listen to the text once again and pay attention as the speaker pronounces words where 
you have previously made mistakes. Read aloud this text once again, pay attention to the 
pronunciation of these words. The program will highlight incorrectly or indistinctly 
pronounced sounds and words again with red color. Repeat reading several times 
until all text is highlighted in green or has minimum quantity of red letters.

• Also, for pronunciation training, it is useful to listen to your recorded reading and 
compare it to the speaker’s reading. Try to notice distinctions in your pronunciation from 
the speaker's pronunciation; next time, try to read the text avoiding these distinctions or 
at least to minimize them. 

• Continue training with selected text (page) until you are able to read steadily with good 
results. Afterwards, you may pass to the following part of the text or page. The program 
will estimate your reading by awarding you with stars (from one to five stars), but only in 
case you have read all text, not just its part.

2.2. Pronunciation training

Word that is pronounced 
right, but contains wrong 

or unclear phonemes. 

Mispronounced word

Start / Stop your 
Audio recording

Listen to your 
audio 

recording 



• To train your pronunciation of most problematic phrases, highlight a part of the text with a mouse, just like in text editors, 
and then listen and read only that selected fragment.  Reading assessment shown in stars above the book will not be 
awarded; however, pronunciation errors will be shown in red color. The goal is to get as little red color in your reading as 
possible.

• To cancel selected fragment, click on the highlighted text with a mouse.

• If the text is too big, try breaking it into parts. Select each part of the text 
and work on it separately. Once you feel confident about each segment,
try reading the full text again. 

• If you click on separate word, you will enter the Dictionary mode
where you may get acquainted with word’s audio and definition, 
as well as to read this word separately and practice its pronunciation. 

2.2.1 Work with text fragments and separate words



Feedback and support service

If you have questions or comments about using the

program, please contact LanguaBooks support service:

lbua@languametrics.com

mailto:lbua@languametrics.com

